CSR Europe’s 2024 Activities
FOR SUSTAINABILITY COMPLIANCE AND BEYOND

PILLAR I: FOUNDATION
Learning & Implementing

ATELIER SERIES
CORPORATE MEMBERS ONLY

• 7 MARCH, ONLINE | The CS3D: the EU Framework for Sustainability Due Diligence.
• 23 APRIL, BRUSSELS | How to Identify Sustainability Risks & Adverse Impacts.
• 11 JUNE, ONLINE | Building Business Resilience: Prevention, Remediation & Grievance.
• 16 OCTOBER, BRUSSELS | Monitoring & Reporting Due Diligence Practices.

DUE DILIGENCE IN ACTION
• 24 APRIL, BRUSSELS | Measuring & Reporting Social Impact.
• 15 OCTOBER, BRUSSELS | ESRs Reporting & Stakeholder Engagement for Materiality and Due Diligence.
• 28 NOVEMBER, ONLINE | ESRs for Workforce Reporting.

REPORTING ON SOCIAL STANDARDS
• 24 APRIL, ONLINE | First Meeting.
• 14 NOVEMBER, ONLINE | Second Meeting.

PILLAR II: SCALE
Multi-stakeholder Collaboration

CSR EUROPE NETWORK MEETINGS
MEMBERS ONLY

• 31 JANUARY, ONLINE | NPO Kick-Off Meeting.
• 31 JANUARY, ONLINE | Corporate Members Kick-Off Meeting.
• 25 JUNE, BRUSSELS | CSR Europe General Assembly.
• 25 JUNE, BRUSSELS | NPO Informal Meet-Up @Summit 2024.

BIODIVERSITY ALLIANCE FOR SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT
MEMBERS ONLY

COLLABORATIVE PLATFORMS
PLATFORM PARTNERS ONLY

• DRIVE SUSTAINABILITY - the automotive partnership of 16 OEMs.
• DRIVE PLUS - 36 automotive suppliers & associations engaged in a dialogue with Drive Sustainability’s OEMs.
• RESPONSIBLE TRUCKING - advancing social sustainability in transport & logistics.
• TYRE AND ROADWEAR PARTICLES PLATFORM - for a cross-sector approach to TRWP.
• TOGETHER 4 STEM - building STEM skills for corporate climate action.
• RESPONSIBLE TAX - for responsible and transparent tax behaviour.

PILLAR III: SYSTEM CHANGE
Influence via EU Policy Dialogue

CSO & GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS MEETING
MEMBERS ONLY

• 27 FEBRUARY, BRUSSELS | Public Affairs Meeting.
• 25 JUNE, BRUSSELS | Side Meeting @Summit 2024.

EUROPEAN SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRY SUMMIT
FREE FOR MEMBERS | PAID FOR NON MEMBERS [MAX 50]

• 25-26 JUNE, BRUSSELS | European Sustainable Industry Summit.

LOOKING FOR TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS?
REQUEST OUR SERVICES

FREE FOR MEMBERS | PAID FOR NON MEMBERS [MAX 15]

EU MASTERCLASS

• 21 MARCH, ONLINE | CS3D & Value Chain Reporting.
• 16 MAY, ONLINE | Value Chain Transparency & Traceability in the Deforestation and Forced Labour Regulations.
• 3 OCTOBER, ONLINE | Opportunities for B2B Collaboration in the CSRD & ESRs.
• 11 DECEMBER, ONLINE | Decoding the New European Commission 2024-2029.

SUSTAINABILITY OPEN DAY
OPEN

• 26 SEPTEMBER, ONLINE | Sustainability Open Day.

CSR EUROPE INFO-SESSIONS
NON-MEMBERS

• 15 FEBRUARY, ONLINE | Lead on Sustainability.
• 18 SEPTEMBER, ONLINE | Lead on Sustainability.

DUE DILIGENCE IN ACTION
• 30 JUNE, BRUSSELS | Reporting on Social Standards.

REPORTING ON SOCIAL STANDARDS
• 24 APRIL, ONLINE | First Meeting.
• 14 NOVEMBER, ONLINE | Second Meeting.

UPSKILLING & RESKILLING COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
NPO MEMBERS ONLY

• 24 APRIL, ONLINE | First Meeting.
• 14 NOVEMBER, ONLINE | Second Meeting.

EU MASTERCLASS
FREE FOR MEMBERS | PAID FOR NON MEMBERS [MAX 15]

• 21 MARCH, ONLINE | CS3D & Value Chain Reporting.
• 16 MAY, ONLINE | Value Chain Transparency & Traceability in the Deforestation and Forced Labour Regulations.
• 3 OCTOBER, ONLINE | Opportunities for B2B Collaboration in the CSRD & ESRs.
• 11 DECEMBER, ONLINE | Decoding the New European Commission 2024-2029.

SHOWCASE YOUR COMPANY’S SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP ON INTERNATIONAL STAGES, BRINGING TOGETHER INDUSTRY LEADERS COMMITTED TO DRIVING POSITIVE CHANGE FOR PEOPLE AND THE PLANET.
Scaling up Companies’ Sustainability Impact
EXPLORING CSR EUROPE’S COLLABORATIVE PLATFORMS

RESPONSIBLE TRUCKING
Responsible Trucking is CSR Europe’s leading multi-stakeholder platform aimed at overcoming social sustainability issues affecting drivers operating in the road transport & logistics sectors.

WHAT WE DELIVER
- Truck Transport Social Guidelines
- Adequate Facilities Checklist to streamline requirements for companies’ facilities
- Stakeholders’ engagement and EU policy monitoring
- Capacity building activities to support partners and drivers

RESPONSIBLE TAX
This platform aims at fostering responsible and transparent corporate behaviour in companies’ tax strategies.

WHAT WE DELIVER
- Tax Index to assess corporate performance on tax transparency and tax behaviour
- Peer-to-peer learnings on responsible tax practices
- Communication guidelines on tax behaviour for internal and external stakeholders

TOGETHER 4 STEM
The leading platform that aims to bridge the STEM skills gap between industry and education.

WHAT WE DELIVER
- Climate Education Toolkit for teachers and students
- STEM@HOME - the online repository of the latest STEM courses developed by leading companies
- Scaled up corporate impact via local STEM networks

NATIONAL PARTNER ORGANISATIONS
National CSR Networks in Europe

ASSOCIATED PARTNERS
Organisations that in the last 12 months engaged with CSR Europe on practical projects

VIEW FULL LIST